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Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to this Committee’s deliberations.
This submission comes in two parts. The first part is a detailed examination of the Sydney Gateway
Issue (Term of Reference H) and the second is a collection of different issues that a relevant to other
terms of reference.
In preparing this submission, I draw on nearly 50 years experience as a journalist and citizen who is
interested in Sydney’s urban environment. I was previously the Professor of Journalism at UTS
where I was involved in an EU/Australia partnership around the teaching of environmental
journalism.
I first became involved in the WestConnex issue at the end of 2014 when I realised that people I knew
were losing their homes or would be profoundly impacted by construction. I then started investigating
the planning of WestConnex. I have been shocked by the immediate impacts of WestConnex on the
lives of thousands of people. I have also interviewed people for whom increased cost of living
pressures through tolls and traffic congestions adds to the difficulty of their already stressful lives.
However, I have been equally shocked by the lack of accountability and secrecy in planning.
Over four years, I have written more than 30 articles about WestConnex and am currently researching
the impacts on air quality. I have collected a large amount of information.
My name and details can be published along with my submission. I would be prepared to give
evidence. However, if I can be of assistance in locating any other relevant information please contact
me,
Regards,
Wendy Bacon
Journalist and researcher.
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PART ONE: SYDNEY GATEWAY PROJECT
Term of Reference: F
The circumstances by which WestConnex and the Sydney Gateway were declared
to be separate projects in 2017
This is an important term of reference that requires urgent inquiry.
Issues
The Sydney Gateway can be regarded as the canary in the coalmine for the purposes of understanding
some of the fundamental flaws of the WestConnex project.
A seamless road from Sydney’s West to the Sydney’s Kingsford Smith Airport was a crucial and
fundamental part of the project when it was announced in 2012. It remained so until 2017 when the
Minister for WestConnex finally admitted in answers to parliamentary questions that the Sydney
Gateway was not part of WestConnex. How and why that split occurred has not been addressed by
the government or the corporations involved, but it brings into question the stated rationale for the
whole project.
This submission provides a detailed analysis of events, and points to information and witnesses that
this Parliamentary Committee could access to understand more fully the reasons and circumstances by
which WestConnex and the Sydney Gateway were declared to be separate projects in 2017.
This analysis raises several serious questions about due process.
1. Have private interests overwhelmed public policy formation to the point where there are no
longer sufficient public resources or will to protect the public interest against those parties
that stand to profit from decisions? Relevant to this is the movement of key individuals
between private and public sector roles without sufficient safeguards to avoid fundamental
conflicts of interest. This raises serious probity and protection of public interest issues.
Christopher Swann and Jason De Souza provide examples of this perceived conflict, but there
are plenty of others, including including the secondment of quite senior Sydney Motorway
Corporation staff from external consultancies to whom they remain accountable and which
stand to profit from WestConnex contracts.
2.

What are the reasons for the secrecy and lack of basic transparency that bedevil this project?
Key planning documents were confused and contained inaccurate statements, which raises the
question of whether the formal public planning process was reduced to a set of procedures
and paper trails while the real decisions had already been made behind the scenes. After the
WestConnex Delivery Authority was turned into the private Sydney Motorway Corporation,
the important public accountability measure of the publication of contracts was removed.
Even after the Sydney Gateway project had hit very serious obstacles, the Minister and SMC
CEO continued to mislead parliament and the public. Indeed, so little information was
willingly made public that without leaks to journalists, the public would have known nothing
about the unsolicited bid from Lend Lease that posed serious conflict of interest issues.
Meanwhile, more millions have been spent on public relations, advertising and ‘community
engagement’ to sell the project.

3.

How and why is it possible that the motorway link to Sydney Airport has still not reached the
stage of concept design, when it was the fundamental justification used to persuade the public
of the merits of the project? Further, has the foreseeable problem of necessary land acquisition
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for the Gateway link, by remaining unresolved to this point in the project, given extortionate
price gouging power to Sydney Airport if the land is to be acquired for the missing link to be
built? If so, this would constitute an outrageous failure, if not abuse, of due process which will
likely result in considerable and foreseeable financial impost on the public purse and additional
heavy tolling for road users. It would constitute a serious, perhaps malfeasant, failure of
executive responsibility by government, and the key individuals involved, both elected and
appointed, should be identified, questionned and held accountable.
Why weren’t this and other difficulties foreseen in 2012 by the consultants including Lend
Lease who were contracted to scope the Airport link design? Key documents need to be
produced and investigated. Surely decision makers would want a key part of the raison d’être
for the project to be in place before they proceeded with spending billions of dollars of public
money. Is the reason for this apparent incompetence that the drivers of this project were mainly
interested in securing a financial model that would produce future monopoly profits for private
stakeholders rather than achieve public policy goals of efficient and cost effective transport
planning?
This committee will have before it evidence of a huge amount of damage that WestConnex has done
to the social and physical fabric of Sydney over the last five years while these events have been
played out. The costs of this planning fiasco is and will be born by the travelling public, individual
families and home owners/occupiers, and the broader community, to the profit of a small set of
private corporations and their senior management. These events raise serious questions about the
independence of NSW Planning, which seems to have been reduced to a rubber stamping exercise in
the face of chaotic and inadequate transport planning.
Questions.
An examination of the background facts leads to a number of questions for the
Committee to explore and seek documentary evidence about:
On what date did the government decide that the Sydney Gateway was not part of WestConnex?
Who made the decision and who advised that it should be taken?
What was Lend Lease’s 2013 Airport Link Reference Design which it was paid to undertake for the
Preliminary Business Case? What did it recommend?
What went wrong with these plans? How are they connected to the Lend Lease unsolicited bid to
construct the Sydney Gateway?
Did SMC advise the Government that the Sydney Gateway should not remain as part of WestConnex?
To whom was that advice given? When were the then Minister for Roads, the WestConnex Steering
Committee and Cabinet told of that advice (assuming it was received)?
Was consideration given to making that decision public at the time the advice was considered? What
were the reasons why it was not made public? Given that the objective of WestConnex giving
motorists in Western Sydney easier access to Sydney Airport was a fundamental part of the proposed
project, this was an important decision.)
When did Christopher Swann and other executives in charge of the New M5 become aware of the
obstacles to proceeding with the Sydney Gateway? What actions did they take on the basis of that
information?
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Where are the documents that explain the decision to separate the Westconnex and Sydney Gateway
projects?
When did the then Minister for Planning Rob Stokes and Secretary of Planning become aware that the
Sydney Gateway was no longer part of WestConnex? Were they aware of this when they approved the
New M5, which described the Sydney Gateway as part of WestConnex?
Was the Secretary of Planning informed of this decision? Where is the document?
What were the circumstances that led Lend Lease to make an unsolicited bid for the Sydney Gateway?
What were the circumstances and reasons for the refusal of that bid?
Did Christopher Swann or Jason De Sousa play any role in relation to the Lend Lease’s unsolicited
bid? What role did they play in relation to the business case and the tender for the M4/M5, both when
they worked for the government and for Capella/Lend
Lease?
When did the Minister for Roads Duncan Gay become aware that the Sydney Gateway was no longer
part of WestConnex?
What matters were discussed with Capella Capital at the meeting with Minister for WestConnex
Stuart Ayres in May 2017? Who attended that meeting?
Who made the decision to award a contract to MBB Pty Ltd in February 2016 as “Provision of
Technical Manager Roads, Sydney Gateway for the RMS Motorway Development”? When was the
decision made to extend this contract to 2018? What work has been performed under that contract?
https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/rms/?event=public.cn.view&CNUUID=81835995-E1BD-829D3F56DC669CC787AB
In June 2017, the RMS website page for the Sydney Gateway stated that a project overview would be
provided for stakeholders. Were the public and local Councils included as stakeholders? Did that
provision occur? Does that document exist? Was that document made public?
Why is the information in a report about options for the Airport referred to by the SMH in
February2018 not a public document? https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/sydney-airport-roadblock-to-state-governments-18-billion-link-to-westconnex-20180131-h0r78i.html
Where is the $800 million that is supposed to be allocated from the WestConnex budget to the Sydney
Gateway now? Why has the Sydney Gateway been at concept planning stage for 4 years? Why was
only $7 million devoted to the Sydney Gateway in the 2018/2019 budget?
Background events
In preparing this submission I have tracked through the documentation and events surrounding the
Sydney Gateway in order to prepare a timeline. However, the information on the public record is
limited. This is just one example of the lack of transparency that pervades WestConnex. The is
however a large amount of information that would be well known to individuals who could be
questionned or contained in government documents.
Sydney Gateway beginnings at the core of WestConnex
The original reason for WestConnex given by the Government to the public was to connect Western
Sydney to Sydney Airport and Port Botany.
In july 2012, Infrastructure NSW (INSW) was set up and In October 2012 recommended:
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WestConnex is delivered in 3 to 5 stages. It estimates reduced travel times of ‘tween 15 & 35
mins between Sydney’s west and SW & airport and Port Botany. INSW has forecast a target
cost for project of around $10 b & rec’d it be mostly funded by tolls.
The INSW 2012 Annual report described the $10 billion ‘WestConnex’ motorway as the highest
priority project to be completed in the first 10 years. The 33km scheme includes an extension of the
M4 to Sydney Airport and duplication of the M5 East to transform Sydney’s traffic congestion and
support more efficient freight movements.
The context in which these early events took place needs to be considered in the light of the history of
failed tollroad projects, which was driving the desire to find a new model of private tollroad financing
in which the public would carry more of the risk. (See Part Two (a) of this submission.)
Christopher Swann was a key player in WestConnex during these early stages. He took up a position
with INSW as its Director ‘Investment and Reform’ in July 2011 when it was established. He had
previously spent 8 years as a division director with the Macquarie Group. According to the INSW
Annual Review 2012/2013, his annual salary was approximately $460,000 (which was more than any
other executive apart from the Chief Executive Paul Broad). His duties included leading INSW’s
involvement in the development of the WestConnex Business case and representing INSW on the
Sydney Motorways Office Steering Committee. He assessed unsolicited bids alongside NSW
Treasury and RMS. He is described as an expert advisor on transport and private financing
components on the Infrastructure Strategy. (See Linked In https://www.linkedin.com/in/christopherswann-7ba31433)
Early in 2013, a large number of private consultants and companies were brought into the Sydney
Motorway Office to prepare the Preliminary Business case. (See Note 1 on page ) Many of these
companies had vested interests in tollway construction and management and some had been involved
in failed tollway projects. This is not an appropriate way to plan and manage a huge infrastructure
project.
One of these companies was Lendlease who was granted $2,489,507 to undertake an Airport Access
Link Reference Design between January 1st and April 29th 2013.
In March 2013, Macquarie Capital was granted a $3 million contract until 2070 by RMS for financial
scoping. In July 2013, it produced a financial scoping document which referred to the St Peters East
Airport link as Stage 2:
Stage 2: M5 – East Airport Link WestConnex is 33 kilometres in total length, which includes
capacity improvements on existing motorways as well as new sections of motorway. It aims to
better link Sydney’s west with its international gateways and key places of business.
WestConnex will act as a catalyst to renew and transform parts of Sydney, creating urban
renewal and public transport improvement opportunities. All stages of WestConnex will be
subject to user toll charges.
(http://images.smh.com.au/file/2014/04/06/5328174/WestConnex%2520%2520Financing%2520Strategies%2520-%2520Macquarie%2520%2520FINAL%252016%2520July%25202013.pdf)
Nearly all early reports about WestConnex included either references to the airport or Sydney
Gateway, as the stretch of road to the airport was named. The connections to Sydney Airport and
Botany Bay were fundamental to the project and were a key component of WestConnex in the 2013
Preliminary Business case.
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In 2013, October 2013, the SMH reported, “To trumpet the benefits, the O'Farrell government has
been touting impressive travel time savings. ''We'll take about 40 minutes off a trip to the airport from
Parramatta,'' Roads Minister Duncan Gay said. (‘The Good News: WestConnex will cut travel times in 2031.) Even back then, the claims produced some media scepticism because they would take 18
years to eventuate. They also faded somewhat with the admission that
“Even on the government's own estimates, which show drastically reduced travel times for
motorists using the $11.5 billion WestConnex and on most nearby roads, not everyone will be
a winner. Traffic modelling published in WestConnex ''Strategic Environmental Review'' last
week shows travel times could increase for motorists using alternate routes to the new
tollway.”
The Stage One M4 East Environmental Impact Statement published in September 2015 stated that
“WestConnex is one of the flagship projects in delivering Tomorrow’s Sydney. WestConnex
will widen and extend the M4 and M5 and join them together to form a continuous, freeflowing motorway with connections to the city, airport and port.”
https://westconnex.com.au/sites/default/files/M4%20East%20%20Community%20update%20-%20EIS%20-%20September%202015.pdf
The associated map included lines to the airport and Port Botany.
The Sydney Gateway began as part of WestConnex Stage 2.
On January 2014, Christopher Swann was appointed as the Project Director, WestConnex
Stage 2. His Linked In page describes his role as lasting for 21 months covering
government approval up to execution of the D&C contract with the CPB Dragados Samsung
consortium.
Confusion reigns - is the Sydney Gateway part of WestConnex Stage 2 or 3?
On November 3rd 2014, the then Director the New M5 Christopher Swann signed off on behalf of the
WestConnex Delivery Authority for Aecom’s application for New M5. On page 1 Sydney Gateway
is described as a component of Stage 2 WestConnex. but on page 23, the project is described as part
of Stage 3
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/public/dc0967627622d2ced33e79e17cbff267/[Superseded]%20West
Connex%20New%20M5%20SSI%20Application%20Report%20Part%201.pdf
This inconsistency suggests that at this time the then WDA and the New M5 team headed by Mr
Swann were already aware of uncertainty around the Sydney Gateway.
In October 2015, Christopher Swann left the SMC and joined the RMS to head Motorway
Development in Roads & Maritime Services. He was now in charge of preparing the business cases
for Western Harbour Tunnel, Northern Beaches Link, M1 Princes Motorway and the client role for
the WestConnex M4-M5 Link, and development of the 20 year New South Wales State Infrastructure
Strategy. This is a role that would have enabled him to be fully engaged and on top of all information
for future tollway projects.
The confusion about the Sydney Gateway continues in the amended New M5 EIS application filed in
October 2015, on page 1 the Sydney Gateway was still part of Stage 2 but again on page 24 it has
shifted to Stage 3.
This amended application was filed by the head of RMS Ken Kanofski rather than Swann’s
replacement at the SMC as previously, again suggesting confusion in the planning processes.
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Jason De Souza moves from Minister for Roads Duncan Gays office to Lend Lease
While the New M5 project was moving through the NSW Planning process, there was movement in
the Minister’s office. In October 2015, Jason De Souza left the office of Minister for Roads to join
Lend Lease. He had joined Duncan Gay;s staff in 2012 after working as senior policy officer for
Premier Barry O’Farrell. During the year before the election of the O’Farrell government in March
2011, he had worked as a lobbyist for conservative-aligned lobbying firm Statecraft, owned by
Michael Priebe, ex-NSW State Director of the National Party. Previously he worked for a firm called
Castalia and for the Howard government. (See Jason De Sousa’s Linked in profile).
In November 2015, the New M5 EIS was lodged. In this document, the Sydney Gateway is still
described as being part of the Westconnex suite of works.
The New M5 Environmental Impact Statement published in November 2015 specified that:
“The project is a component of the wider WestConnex program of works to provide a 33
kilometre motorway linking Sydney’s west and south-west with Sydney Airport and the Port
Botany precinct. The component projects of the WestConnex program of works and their
current status are … Sydney Gateway (undergoing concept development and subject to
planning approval).”
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/public/0a1b66c3f633f114865653bc3bbfa48f/New%20M5%
20EIS_Vol%201A.pdf
There are many references in this EIS to the Sydney Gateway.There is mention of Councils including
Botany Council being concerned about what was happening with the Sydney Gateway, but the
response was that the government was still committed to the Gateway. (See Chapter 7 of the EIS).
“The Gardeners Road bridge would provide direct access to and from the St Peters
interchange and improve access to Sydney Airport and Port Botany. Additional access would
be provided via Campbell Road bridge. The NSW Government is committed to delivering the
future Sydney Gateway, which is currently undergoing concept development and subject to
separate environmental assessment and approval.”
Who was doing the concept planning for the Gateway at that stage? Had it
already shifted to the RMS from the SMC?
On November 2015, the WestConnex Strategic Business case was released. It clearly stated that the
Sydney Gateway was part of Stage 2 WestConnex ( p 18) On page 19, it’s stated that Sydney
Gateway delivery time frame is marked ‘Indicative Construction’. It is dependent on further
development work, so timeframes may change. At the latest, it will open by
2023.(https://www.westconnex.com.au/sites/default/files/WestConnex%20Updated%20Strategic%20
Business%20Case%20-%20November%202015.pdf_
On page 152 , it is stated: 6.4.5 Stage 2 – The Sydney Gateway will connect the St Peters Interchange
to the Sydney Airport precinct. It will provide the major link between Sydney motorway network and
international gateways. Although it falls as part of the Stage 2 project, it is anticipated to be delivered
in a similar timeframe as Stage 3. Design was underway and it was on track to be completed by 2023.
From the point of view of WestConnex critics, there was now a huge question mark hanging over the
fate of the Sydney Gateway. Ecotransit issued a media release which read:
There is still no completed design for the main justification for the entire WestConnex project
– its links to Sydney Airport and Port Botany. There are no plans for financing Stage 3.
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The Business Case admits to ‘surface road congestion’ at Rozelle, Concord, St Peters and
Haberfield; locals in these areas call this effect ‘Tollways to Traffic Jams.’ The Business case
details increased traffic along Victoria and Parramatta roads. Any social benefit that might
be expected when the tollways open – a predicted travel saving time of 6 minutes – comes at
enormous social costs: additional people affected by noise and pollution, homes lost, and the
loss of equity in the provision of efficient public transport.
(http://ecotransit.org.au/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Media-Release-WestConnexBusiness-Case-just-one-big-CON.pdf)
Journalists too were asking questions about what had happened to the WestConnex link to Sydney
Airport. On December 1 2015, the SMH reported:
“under the latest plans for the "Sydney gateway", a motorway of two lanes each way would
split much closer to St Peters in Sydney's inner west than had been previously envisaged. One
arm of the new roadway would connect to the international terminal and the other to the
domestic terminals known as T2 and T3. The tentative plans would require moving a rail
freight line near the northern boundary of the airport about 500 metres north. The single rail
line connects Port Botany to Sydney's west.
Sydney Motorway Corporation chief executive Dennis Cliche said possible corridors for the
roadway from St Peters to the airport would involve navigating around a significant number
of properties.The new motorway connection could result in significant changes to Qantas
Drive, which is at the northern edge of Sydney Airport and connects to Airport Drive and
Joyce Drive. Shifting the rail link would also require commercial negotiations with
organisations such as Sydney Airport, transport companies Asciano and Qube, and NSW
Ports.
"The rail link is right in the middle of this zone," he said of the plans to build the motorway
links to the airport terminals from the interchange at St Peters. "By moving the rail, we have
got more opportunity.”
This report implies that the planning for the Sydney Gateway was still happening in the SMC’s
offices but that it had struck significant problems with financial, timing and engineering implications.
In January 2016, RMS lodged an application with Planning for the Stage 3 WestConnex. 3 Unlike the
earlier applications, this document carries no signature, an exact date of completion or the name of
AECOM, the company who prepared it AECOM. (I have been informed by RMS that AECOM did
prepare the Stage documents.) On page 1 of this document, the Sydney Gateway is still described as
part of WestConnex. Two further amended documents were filed later in September 2016 and March
2017, neither of them disclosed that the Sydney Gateway had dropped out of WestConnex.
In early February 2016, RMS awarded MBB Pty Ltd a $1.1 million contract to manage roads for the
Sydney Gateway. MBB is a project management consultancy firm that has been involved in the
WDA, the NSW M5 and the M4/M5 link. MBB has been involved in WestConnex since at least
February 2015 when the company was awarded a $350,000 contract as Interface and Project Controls
Manager. It’s not clear exactly what this means and no more details are provided on the MBB
website.
https://www.mbbgroup.com.au/https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/rms/?event=public.cn.view&CNUUID=81
835995-E1BD-829D-3F56DC669CC787AB. ( Negotiations for this contract are highly likely to have
been underway inside RMS at the time the Stage 3 document was lodged.)
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By now, it is clear that the Sydney Gateway project had moved from SMC to RMS. But when in April
2016, Infrastructure Australia published its project business case evaluation of WestConnex, its report
still relied on the assumption that the Sydney Gateway was part of Stage 2. (Who provided them with
that information? Did anyone in the NSW government seek to correct it?)
http://infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/projects/files/Final_WestConnex_Project_Evaluation_Summary.p
df
In June 2016, RMS issued a fact sheet for the Sydney Gateway - did anyone see it?
https://web.archive.org/web/20170624133018/http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/documents/projects/sydney
-south/sydney-gateway/sydney-gateway-factsheet.pdf
Sydney Airport and Port Botany drive the NSW economy with $31 billion of output each year
– and growing. Sydney Gateway, a project of national significance, is being planned to free
up transport for both Sydney Airport and Port Botany. The proposal features a seamless, high
capacity road link between the WestConnex St Peters Interchange, Sydney Airport and
beyond towards Port Botany. The project will also duplicate the rail line to the port to get
more freight onto trains and off trucks. Roads and Maritime Services will carry out
geotechnical testing and other field investigations to help inform design concepts and a
business case for the project.
This fact sheet is linked to an archived webpage from June 2017. Who wrote it and to whom was it
distributed? Despite considerable obstacles in its way, the promotional blurb smoothly continues to
promise it will be ‘seemless’ and ‘high capacity’.
In October 2016, Dennis Cliche was still claiming that motorists would be able to get to from
Parramatta to the Airport in 40 minutes. But the timeline for achieving the time savings had shifted eight years earlier, from 2031 up to 2023.
When WestConnex is completed in 2023, the benefits for motorists used to daily traffic jams
on one of Sydney's key bitumen arteries, Parramatta Road – the major east-west road of
metropolitan Sydney, linking Parramatta with the CBD – will be "phenomenal", promises
Dennis Cliche, chief executive of Sydney Motorway Corporation (SMC). "You will be able to
get on that motorway and travel from Parramatta to the airport in 40 minutes with no traffic
lights," Cliche tells AFR Weekend from the 33rd floor of a skyscraper in downtown Sydney.
https://www.afr.com/business/infrastructure/roads/westconnex-what-could-go-wnisrong20160919-grjtlo
Dennis Cliche must have known at this stage that any motorway link to the airport was not part of
WestConnex. Without knowing the route, how could be possibly glibly make these promises?
Sydney Gateway quietly removed from WestConnex to RMS
Sydney Motorway Corporation, NSW Planning or RMS never announced that the Sydney Gateway
was no longer part of WestConnex. Without inside knowledge, readers of the publicly available
information could have reasonably expected that it remained a key part of WestConnex.
Senior executives in RMS and SMC secretly took the decision that the Sydney Gateway could not be
achieved within the framework of WestConnex. The Minister Duncan Gay and his staff must also
have been told or were actively involved.
Any information about the Gateway came from media revelations or through parliamentary questions
by Labor and Greens MPs.
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In November 2016, the Camperdown exit on the M4/M5 link was dropped. This raised even more
questions about the Stage 3 and the Airport Link. How many people would want to use the M4/M5
link if rather than linking to a road to the Airport, it ended in a traffic jam at St Peters.?
In January 2017 the then Roads Minister, Duncan Gay said that
“the construction of the gateway would "come in on the end" of that for the M4-M5 link – the
third and final stage of WestConnex – and "certainly we are open to be able to start it at
different times"... "We may well be able to start it before the completion of the other. But we
need to finalise the plans before we could give exact dates. [The gateway could be completed]
potentially before 2023,"
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/westconnex-link-to-sydney-airport-could-be-openedearlier-than-2023-gay-20161214-gtayf2.html
Looked at in hindsight, this statement is deliberately vague and is consistent with the decision that the
Sydney Gateway was no longer part of WestConnex. But only an insider would know that.
Having worked on the business cases for more Sydney toll roads and managed the RMS ‘client’ role
with SMC for the Stage 3 M4.M5 link, Christopher Swann in January 2017 left RMS and joined
Capella Capital, a partner firm of Lend Lease. Now both he and Jason De Souza were working for
Lend Lease.
Capella Capital provides high quality strategic, financial and implementation advice to select clients,
enabling them to capitalise on our team's significant transaction history in financing, developing and
investing in projects and businesses in the infrastructure sector. Capella Capital is a partnership
between Lend Lease and a team of senior industry executives who have a substantial track record in
the infrastructure sector.( See Linked In https://www.linkedin.com/company/capella-capital/ and
http://www.capellacapital.com.au
Opposition MPs try to get information about the Sydney Gateway
In April 2017, the Shadow Minister for Roads Jodi McKay asked the Minister for WestConnex Stuart
Ayres
• When will the design be finalised for the Sydney Gateway project?
• When will the design be made public for the Sydney Gateway project?
• What is the expected start date of construction of the Sydney Gateway project?
• What project timelines have been met for the Sydney Gateway project?
The Minister for WestConnex did not respond to these questions until May 10.
In May 2017, Minister Ayres met with Capella Capital. On May 10 2017, Minister Ayres responded
to Jodi McKay. He did not answer Ms McKay specific questions. He instead said: “Information about
the Sydney Gateway project is available on the Westconnex website.” .
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/la/papers/Documents/2017/10-may-2017-questions-andanswers/125-QandA-P.pdf. Perhaps there was information on WestConnex website at that time but a
search does not reveal any useful information now.
On May 22, 2017, the SMH reported that the head of NSW RMS Ken Kenofski had said that RMS
was working with stakeholders such as Sydney Airport to refine the design which would have its own
environmental impact statement.While the $800 million cost of the gateway is included in the total
$16.8 billion bill for WestConnex, any duplication of the freight line will have to be funded separately
by government. He suggested that the link to the airport would be completed at about the “same time
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as motorists began driving on the final stage of WestConnex, a link between the M4 and M5
motorways due for completion in 2023.” (By stating that the RMS was working on the project, he
implied but did not explicitly say that the Sydney Gateway had been removed from WestConnex.)
It was now clear that the Sydney Gateway would require more funding that the $800 in the
WestConnex budget.
Minister Ayres finally states that Sydney Gateway is a separate project from
WestConnex
On August 9, Ms McKay asked the Minister for WestConnex:
My question is directed to the Minister for WestConnex. Is it true that because discussions
with Sydney Airport Corporation about the route of the Sydney Gateway have produced
nothing, the Government still has no preferred route or design for the project?
To which he replied:
The question related to Sydney Gateway, which is not part of the WestConnex portfolio
Minister Ayres later added the following elaboration:
It does not include the Sydney Gateway, which is a project that the Government is working on
with a number of key stakeholders around the airport site, including the Commonwealth
Government in relation to a transport rail line, and a number of landholders. As I said in my
earlier answer, the budget for WestConnex has allocated in it $800 million towards the
delivery of Sydney Gateway. One thing this Government recognises is that on top of
delivering an expanded M4, on top of delivering an expanded M5, on top of making sure the
M4-M5 link —
As I was saying, WestConnex is made up of those three roads. The allocation of $800 million
out of the $16.8 billion that has been allocated to deliver WestConnex is going towards the
delivery of the Sydney Gateway project. It is an important part of the Sydney motorway
network, ensuring that we can create good access to the airport and to the port.
On August 10, Shadow Treasurer Michael Daley asked Ayres:
The WestConnex business case refers to the Sydney Gateway 45 times as being part of the
WestConnex project. The Sydney Gateway is listed as a WestConnex project on the
WestConnex website and Tim Reardon, the secretary of Transport for NSW, said under oath
in last year's budget estimates that the Sydney Gateway is a part of WestConnex. On what
basis and when did the Minister suddenly decide that the Sydney Gateway was no longer part
of the WestConnex?
.
To which Ayres responded:
Absolutely, the WestConnex business case references the Sydney Gateway project. That is one
of the reasons why in the budget for WestConnex there is $800 million allocated to that
project. What I will say to the member for Maroubra is that WestConnex is made up of the
M4 project, the M5 project, and the M4-M5 link. It is being delivered by Sydney Motorway
Corporation and it has a distance-based tolling regime across all 33 kilometres.
The Sydney Gateway project does not have the same tolling regime as WestConnex,
and it is not being delivered by the Sydney Motorway Corporation. What is WestConnex?
WestConnex is the largest infrastructure project anywhere in the country. It is about saving
travel times for motorists across Western Sydney and making sure that this Government
finally finishes the M4 for those people who have waited generations to get that road finished.
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It is so people who live in the south-west of Sydney do not get banked up in the traffic that
was created by the Labor Government by not making sure the M5 tunnel was wide enough,
and it is about making—….
Daley:
Point of order: My point of order is taken under Standing Order 129. That answer is as clear
as mud. When did you suddenly decide it was no longer part of WestConnex? You have no
idea. You are contradicting each other.
Ayres:
The final piece of the WestConnex project—which I am very pleased to continue to remind the
House that the Leader of the Opposition has supported—is the M4-M5 link that links both the
M4 and the M5 with four lanes in each direction.
Now for the first time, the Minister had clearly acknowledged that Sydney Gateway had been
shifted out of WestConnex and that $800 of the $16.8 billion WestConnex budget would be
allocated to the project. However, it was not clear how much the Sydney Gateway would cost.
$1.8 billion was suggested but it was not clear if that would cover all property acquisition costs.
It was also not clear what route it would take or why so little progress had been made with a
crucial element of the original WestConnex project in five years.
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/1-billion-cost-blowout-in-westconnex-gateway-project-tosydney-airport-20170810-gxt6wc.html
As this article in the Sydney Morning Herald notes, leaked Transport for NSW documents obtained
by Labor estimated the cost of the gateway at between $1 billion and $1.8 billion, more than double
the original estimated cost, which threatened to push the total costs of the motorways to $17.8 billion.
Also on August 10, Jodi McKay asked:
When was the masterplan for the Sydney Gateway presented to Roads and Maritime
Services?
Has Roads and Maritime Services approved the Sydney Gateway masterplan?
What is the current estimated total cost of the Sydney Gateway?
When will the final cost of the Sydney Gateway be announced?
Ayres did not answer these questions until September 14.
On August 10, Premier Gladys Berejiklian told Channel 7 news “"It
[Sydney Gateway] feeds into the project WestConnex but it is not part of it; it never was." She was
either remarkably ignorant of the details of WestConnex despite being Transport Minister and
Treasurer and Premier during its development, of this was a lie.
In August 2017, RMS filed the Stage 3 M4/M5 EIS. A close reader concerned about progress with the
Sydney Gateway would have observed that without any explicit notification, the Sydney Gateway was
now no longer described as part of WestConnex but as part of ‘other projects’ along with the Western
Harbour Tunnel and the F6. ( See executive summary Vol 1A page i)
Was the Planning Department informed of the change of status of WestConnex or the possibility that
there could be significant delays in delivery, including the possibility that it might not be delivered at
all? This was certainly relevant to the traffic modelling scenarios.
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On September 4, 2017, the ABC reported that Lend Lease had submitted an unsolicited bid to build
the Sydney Gateway, which would be likely to carry a separate toll.
The NSW Opposition asked the Government to confirm whether an unsolicited proposal for a
separate Gateway project had been received from Lend Lease
“A spokesman for NSW Roads Minister Melinda Pavey said in line with the Unsolicited
Proposals Guide, the NSW Government does not comment on whether or not a proposal has
been received. Ms Pavey's spokesman said the NSW Government continued to work with key
stakeholders to develop the concept design for Sydney Gateway. "Sydney Gateway is a
separate project that does not come under the WestConnex program and is not included in
the WestConnex tolling regime."
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-09-04/sydney-gateway-plan-reportedly-submitted-as-fears-growfor-toll/886906
On September 6, the Minister for Roads Melinda Pavey failed when asked to say on one date she
discovered that the Sydney Gateway was not part of WestConnex. Instead she said,
When we started to do the homework it was very clear that the definition of WestConnex, and to the
Sydney Motorway Corporation, was the 33 kilometres of tunnels that finished at St Peters interchange,
but we had committed to the public that we were also going to improve access at Port Botany…
The Sydney Motorway Corporation has never had a commission to study Sydney Gateway.
Then she added:
The Sydney Motorway Corporation took over the development of the delivery of the WestConnex
project on 1 October 2015. At that stage Sydney Gateway was already an RMS project. It has never
been a Sydney Motorway Corporation project.

Since many documents had clearly stated that the Sydney Gateway was part of WestConnex, it would
be good to know what documents the Minister was given to study while she did her ‘homework.’
Also, if the Sydney Gateway was not part of WestConnex, who was responsible for describing it as
part of Stages 2 and then 3 of WestConnex. In fact, it was part of WestConnex and the Minister’s
answer was obviously false. One can only agree with Dan Mookhey who retorted:
The Hon. DANIEL MOOKHEY: Yes, but we have Infrastructure NSW in 2011 and 2012 saying
that the entire rationale for the whole WestConnex was the Sydney Gateway. We had
Infrastructure NSW do that work six years ago and then we find out on 10 August that the
Premier just willy nilly deletes it from the project and then, lo and behold, you now come here
and tell us that you have not done any of this work. Has the RMS produced anything that
resembles a benefit-cost ratio or a funding model to pay for the $1.8 billion of this project in
order to realise the vision of which the Minister is proud?
It was left to the Secretary of the Department of Transport Tim Reardon to make this whole
extraordinary process seem normal.
What we will commit to is continuing to develop that project. As we said, it is six years away
from now. We will go through the normal steps we would go through for any major project with
Infrastructure NSW—strategic business case, final business case, pre-procurement,
commissioning, et cetera. That is what we will do.
Mookhey then asked Reardon if he had any specific dialogue with Lend Lease about an unsolicited
proposal to build the Sydney Gateway? To which Reardon answered:
I have discussions with a multiple amount of contractors and the nature of those discussions are
usually about the infrastructure projects that we have on foot at the moment or those in planning. The
nature of those discussions I will not go into.
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The public needs to know much more about these discussions and how they relate to the political
decisions that are made.
On September 14, the Minister for WestConnex Stuart Ayres responded to the questions Jodi McKay
had asked on August 10 that:
I am advised information is available on the Roads and Maritime Services website.
On October 11, the Greens MLC Mehreen Faruqi asked the Minister representing the Minister for
Roads:

.

.

1. What projects comprise the Sydney Gateway?
2. How much will be invested for the tollway component, including the capital, operational and
maintenance cost of the tollway component?
a. What is the benefit cost ratio and net present value (at a discount rate of 7 per cent) for
the toll road component?
3. What is the capital, operational and maintenance cost of the Botany Bay rail duplication
component?
What is the benefit cost ratio and net present value (at a discount rate of 7 per cent) for the
rail duplication component?
4. Why is the Government not proceeding with full priority on the Botany Bay rail duplication
component?
5. Has the Government received an unsolicited proposal from any organisation to build the
Sydney Gateway?
If yes, who from?
a. Will the Government be going to tender for the Sydney Gateway?
b. What is the expected cost to the Government, including staff time, for the assessment of
the unsolicited proposal?
c. Will the proponent of the unsolicited proposal be required to compensate the Government
for assessing the unsolicited proposal?

The answers came on November 14, 2017

The $16.8 billion WestConnex motorway program will deliver better road access across
Sydney and better connect important economic parts of Sydney. The WestConnex budget
includes an $800 million contribution to the road component of Sydney Gateway. The full
scope of Sydney Gateway is a separate project that does not come under the WestConnex
program.
I refer to the response I provided at the Budget Estimates hearing.
and (4) Transport for NSW has developed a Strategic Business Case for the
duplication of the Port Botany Rail Line.
In accordance with the Unsolicited Proposals Guide, the NSW Government does not
comment on whether or not a proposal has been received
In its October 2017 submission to the Stage 3 EIS process, the City of Sydney submitted,
The Project can no longer claim to provide a direct motorway connection to Sydney Airport
and Port Botany because the Sydney Gateway, the proposed connection between this $17
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billion roadway and the Port and Airport, is no longer part of the WestConnex project, has no
business case and no delivery date.
There is significant risk the Sydney Gateway will not be delivered and it is clearly not within
the $16.8bn funding envelope identified for WestConnex . The removal of the Sydney Gateway
from the WestConnex program raises significant questions around Hon Stuart Ayres, Minister
for Western Sydney, Minister for WestConnex and Minister for Sport at Portfolio Committee
No. 5 Industry and Transport, Western Sydney, WestConnex and Sport. 6 September 2017
(Budget Estimates)

On November 13, 2017 the Sydney Morning Herald reported that the Government had rejected a bid
from Lend Lease to construct the Sydney Gateway because the project would have required a large
equity contribution or high tolls. The story quoted both leader of the Opposition Luke Foley and the
Minister for Road Melinda Pavey:
“better road access to the port and airport was the fundamental objective of WestConnex, yet
five years into the project the government was "still clueless on how to deliver what they
promised".After the farce of pretending the gateway was not part of WestConnex, the Premier
should stand up and tell us how many more billions of dollars this is going to cost and how
much more in tolls we are going to have to pay for this shemozzle," he said.
A spokesman for Roads Minister Melinda Pavey said the government continued to assess its
options for the gateway project "The government is working closely with its stakeholders
Sydney Airport, Qantas, port and rail authorities on all aspects of the project, including
duplication of a three-kilometre section of the Port Botany freight line to streamline rail
operations," she said. https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/state-rejects-lendlease-bid-tobuild-sydney-gateway-link-to-airport-and-port-20171026-gz8e6q.html
The SMH article also notes that:
“The Minister for WestConnex, Stuart Ayres, told a budget estimates hearing in September
that Lend Lease was "very much interested in working with the stakeholders around
providing a solution to Sydney Gateway".
Mr Ayres, whose ministerial diary shows he met Lendlease and its infrastructure financier
Capella Capital in May, has said a separate business case for the gateway will be
developed.”
In January 2018, the RMS filed the Stage 3 Response to Submissions. Like other Stage 3 documents,
the author of the document is not disclosed but RMS has informed me that it was AECOM.
In the section that responds to the City of Sydney, there is a table in which these words appear:
B 10-37
Full motorway connectivity to Sydney Airport and Port Botany would be delivered by the
Sydney Gateway project (currently in design development phase and subject to final business
case and environmental assessment).
B 10-39
As part of the WestConnex program of works, the project would facilitate improved connections
to the St Peters interchange, improving connections between western Sydney and Sydney
Airport and Port Botany, as well as providing better connectivity between key employment hubs
and local communities. Full motorway connectivity to Sydney Airport and Port Botany would
be delivered by the Sydney Gateway project (currently in design development phase and subject
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to final business case and environmental assessment). Should the Sydney Gateway project be
delayed for a significant length of time, it is expected that both the New M5 Road Network
Performance Review Plan (conditioned as part of the New M5 approval) and the proposed M4M5 Link Road Network Performance Review would confirm the operational traffic impacts of
the projects on surrounding arterial roads and major intersections. In the absence of the
Sydney Gateway it would be necessary to introduce a number of upgrades at the following
intersections to accommodate the forecast traffic: · Gardeners Road/Kent Road · Gardeners
Road/O’Riordan Street · Kent Road/Coward Street · Bourke Road/Coward Street · Kent
Road/Ricketty Street.
https://majorprojects.accelo.com/public/759dd2997241286906ef78a0a62c2de0/01.%20M4M5%20RtS_I_Executive%20summary.pdf
This suggests that the RMS was already considering that the Sydney Gateway might not be completed
at all. These road works, some of which are already underway, are presumably RMS publicly funded
projects that should be added to the public cost of WestConnex to NSW taxpayers. The reviews
mentioned here are of course years down the track.
The NSW Health had expressed concerns about the impact of WestConnex on the air quality of
residents in the Mascot area. It suggested zoning controls to limit residential development in the
Mascot area. Instead of taking these concerns seriously, the RMS now dismissed these concerns on
the grounds that due to the ‘uncertainty’ of the route of the Sydney Gateway, the estimate of
emissions was likely to be ‘unrealistic’. It recommended that for this reason any consideration of
planning controls to protect the health of present and future Mascot residents should be put off until
such time as NSW Planning considered the Sydney Gateway EIS. (B1-13)
So nearly six years after the then O’Farrell govenment so confidently announced that WestConnex
would that a seamless motorway would deliver trucks and motorists to Sydney Airport and Port
Botany, there is no ‘design solution’ for the Sydney Gateway. In fact delays of a ‘significant’ period
of time are considered a possibility as there is currently no viable route has been established.

On February 5th, 2018, the Sydney Morning Herald revealed that negotiations with Sydney Airport
for the acquisition of land needed for the Sydney Gateway had stalled, delaying the Gateway project
as the State cannot compulsorily acquire airport property crucial for the gateway.
Leaked Cabinet documents obtained by the Herald and the ABC showed that separate tolls, freight
levies and access fees for the airport were considered to close the $600 million gap in funding for the
link, and that the single biggest cost of the gateway is about $550 million in property acquisitions,
half of which was expected to go to Sydney Airport.
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/sydney-airport-road-block-to-state-governments-18-billionlink-to-westconnex-20180131-h0r78i.html
On February 18, Jodi McKay asked the Minister for Roads with the Sydney Gateway Business case
would be released. She received a reply in April that RMS is “currently working with key
stakeholders to develop the design solution for Sydney Gateway for consideration by Government.”
These reports, leaked Government documents and Government media statements clearly show that
the Government has consistently misled the public about the WestConnex connection to the Airport
and Port Botany, and that the real reason for the dropping of the Sydney Gateway from the
WestConnex project was the inability of the Government to acquire the airport land needed for the
Gateway at an acceptable cost, again indicating that the Government announced and proceeded with
the project before it had undertaken proper due diligence and costings.
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In answering their questions about the Sydney Gateway, Ministers referred MPs
to the RMS webpage.
What information was available on the RMS webpage?
You can find some sketchy information about the Sydney Gateway Project on the webpage. This page
has been in existence since June 2017, perhaps as far back as June 2016 when the fact sheet referred
to earlier is dated.
An internet archive search reveals that this information was available in June 2017. Here is an
extract::
Traffic around both gateways is already heavily congested and prone to delays as Port Botany
trucks compete with airport traffic as well as through and local traffic.
Concept
Roads and Maritime is preparing design concepts and a final business case for Sydney
Gateway.
Sydney Gateway was identified as a priority in both the NSW Long Term Transport Master
Plan, 2012 and the State Infrastructure Strategy Update, 2014.
The link was an integral part of the WestConnex business case. It will provide a direct
connection from the WestConnex St Peters Interchange to the Domestic and International
Terminals at Sydney Airport.
Roads and Maritime is working closely with Sydney Airport, Qantas, port and rail authorities
on all aspects of the project, including duplication of a 3 kilometre section of the Port Botany
freight line to streamline rail operations.

(CONTINUES OVERLEAF)
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The process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Long Term Transport Masterplan, 2012
State Infrastructure Strategy, 2014
Strategic Options Study approved by NSW Government
Site investigations, detailed corridor study - WE ARE HERE
Final business case
Release project overview for stakeholder input, 2017

This document refers to a “strategic options study approved by the government”. This study should be
produced. On what date was it approved by the government? Is the ‘cabinet in confidence’ document
referred to in the SMH report in February 2018?
The page also stated that the project overview would be released for stakeholder input in 2017. Was
this document released? Are the community and local Councils considered stakeholders? Have they
been provided with the ‘overview’? Who worked on this document and under which contract?.
That page remained much the same until sometime after February 2018 when someone decided to
change it.
If you visit the page now you will find that the flowchart, map and ‘overview’ that were only the
page for many months have disappeared and instead these words appear:
“The process
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Long Term Transport Masterplan, 2012
State Infrastructure Strategy, 2014
Strategic Options Study approved by NSW Government
Site investigations and design development – We are here!
Preliminary concept design
Environmental assessments
Environmental assessment exhibition
Planning determination”

http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-south/sydney-gateway/index.html

RMS admit risks to Sydney Gateway project
Lend Lease did not achieve success with its unsolicited bid for the Sydney Gateway project. Perhaps
the government realised that to announce a fresh toll would have been too costly politically. Or
perhaps there were other problems including the cost of land that the bid may have envisaged being
carried by the public. The unsolicited bid was only made public because of a media leak.
But there was a big pay-off when on June 13 2018, Lend Lease Samsung Bouygues Joint Venture
(LSBJV) was awarded the huge contract for the M4/M5 project, which was amongst the projects that
Christopher Swann worked on until he left the RMS.
Craig Laslett, CEO of Engineering and Services, Lendlease said:
“The M4-M5 Link is a critical project that will drive Sydney’s economic growth, deliver new
jobs and training opportunities, and provide a vital link between growing communities in
inner and western Sydney. This will mean quicker travel times for more people and easier
movement of goods for businesses, making life easier for Sydneysiders.”
At least he didn’t mention the airport!
The NSW government currently still has not start date for the Sydney Gateway. But in the meantime,
it is spending $500 million of RMS public funds on improving appalling traffic congestion around
Sydney Airport. This half a billion is not part of the WestConnex or Sydney Gateway projects.(
Budget Estimates 2018)
See Note page mentioned on page 4 on the following page.
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Note 1: (referred to on page 4)
I compiled this information from press releases and media reports from early 2013.
On January 16, 2013, NSW Dep Premier Stoner announces four infrastructure develop’t partners
selected to develop design and construction solutions for WestConnex
The Sydney Motorways Project Office (SMPO) will work with Leighton Contractors and Ferrovial
Agroman & to develop key design aspects along Parramatta Road.” Stoner said plans for Airport
Access Link & Inner West Tunnel would be developed by consortiums led by Thiess ( sub of
Leighton) & Baulderstone/Bouygues in coordination with SMPO.
Minister for Road Gay was quoted as saying ...firms would help ensure “robust business case is
submitted to Government by mid 2013”
Earlier this year ( 2013) SMPO requested proposals from organisations pre-qualified on Government
contract panels, seeking advisory services on traffic modelling, finance and economics, legal services
and infrastructure development. Ernst & Young appointed to do economic modelling for WestConnex
and Macquarie Bank to scope financing options,” Gay said.
Consortiums working on the Airport Access Link and Inner West Tunnel include AECOM, Aurecon,
Bamser, Conybeare Morrison, GHD, Hyder, Halcrow, Pells Sullivan Meynink, SMEC, Turner &
Townsend & Urbis.”
AECOM appointed to develop traffic modelling used for infrastructure development & toll
revenue forecasts. Allens Linklaters will provide strategic legal advice for business case.
“The Project Office has been formed from experts from across the public and private sectors who will
prepare a business case proving WestConnex is necessary, achievable and affordable,” he said
AFR reports; Macquarie Capital has beenmandated to finance the project, tippedto cost $10 billion$13 billion.; Ernst & Young for economic modelling while Aliens Linklaters will do legal work.
Engineering firm AECOM has been asked to look into the crystal ball and come up with traffic
modelling. It's a key part of overall project. with modelling to be used for infrastructure development
and toll revenue forecasts.
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